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A. The switch port is configured with authentication event server dead action authorize vlan. 
B. The authorization results for the endpoints include a dACL allowing access. 
C. The authorization results for the endpoints include the Trusted security group tag. 
D. The switch port is configured with authentication open. 
 
Correct Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 84 
An administrator is adding network devices for a new medical building into Cisco ISE. These 
devices must be in a network device group that is identifying them as "Medical Switch" so that the 
policies can be made separately for the endpoints connecting through them. Which configuration 
item must be changed in the network device within Cisco ISE to accomplish this goal? 
 
A. Change the device type to Medical Switch. 
B. Change the device profile to Medical Switch. 
C. Change the model name to Medical Switch. 
D. Change the device location to Medical Switch. 
 
Correct Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 85 
An engineer is working with a distributed deployment of Cisco ISE and needs to configure various 
network probes to collect a set of attributes from the endpoints on the network. Which node 
should be used to accomplish this task? 
 
A. PSN 
B. primary PAN 
C. pxGrid 
D. MnT 
 
Correct Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 86 
Which interface-level command is needed to turn on 802 1X authentication? 
 
A. Dofl1x pae authenticator 
B. dot1x system-auth-control 
C. authentication host-mode single-host 
D. aaa server radius dynamic-author 
 
Correct Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 87 
A network engineer is configuring a network device that needs to filter traffic based on security 
group tags using a security policy on a routed into this task? 
 
A. cts authorization list 
B. cts role-based enforcement 
C. cts cache enable 
D. cts role-based policy priority-static 
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Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 88 
Which two components are required for creating a Native Supplicant Profile within a BYOD flow? 
(Choose two) 
 
A. Windows Settings 
B. Connection Type 
C. iOS Settings 
D. Redirect ACL 
E. Operating System 
 
Correct Answer: BE 
 
 
QUESTION 89 
An engineer is configuring web authentication and needs to allow specific protocols to permit 
DNS traffic. Which type of access list should be used for this configuration? 
 
A. reflexive ACL 
B. extended ACL 
C. standard ACL 
D. numbered ACL 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 90 
An organization is adding new profiling probes to the system to improve profiling on Oseo ISE 
The probes must support a common network management protocol to receive information about 
the endpoints and the ports to which they are connected What must be configured on the network 
device to accomplish this goal? 
 
A. ARP 
B. SNMP 
C. WCCP 
D. ICMP 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 91 
An engineer is configuring a virtual Cisco ISE deployment and needs each persona to be on a 
different node. Which persona should be configured with the largest amount of storage in this 
environment? 
 
A. policy Services 
B. Primary Administration 
C. Monitoring and Troubleshooting 
D. Platform Exchange Grid 
 
Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 92 
An engineer is testing Cisco ISE policies in a lab environment with no support for a deployment 
server. In order to push supplicant profiles to the workstations for testing, firewall ports will need 
to be opened. From which Cisco ISE persona should this traffic be originating? 
 
A. monitoring 
B. policy service 
C. administration 
D. authentication 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 93 
What does the dot1x system-auth-control command do? 
 
A. causes a network access switch not to track 802.1x sessions 
B. globally enables 802.1x 
C. enables 802.1x on a network access device interface 
D. causes a network access switch to track 802.1x sessions 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 94 
An engineer has been tasked with standing up a new guest portal for customers that are waiting 
in the lobby. There is a requirement to allow guests to use their social media logins to access the 
guest network to appeal to more customers What must be done to accomplish this task? 
 
A. Create a sponsor portal to allow guests to create accounts using their social media logins. 
B. Create a sponsored guest portal and enable social media in the external identity sources. 
C. Create a self-registered guest portal and enable the feature for social media logins 
D. Create a hotspot portal and enable social media login for network access 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 95 
Which default endpoint identity group does an endpoint that does not match any profile in Cisco 
ISE become a member of? 
 
A. Endpoint 
B. unknown 
C. blacklist 
D. white list 
E. profiled 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 96 
There are several devices on a network that are considered critical and need to be placed into the 
ISE database and a policy used for them. The organization does not want to use profiling. What 
must be done to accomplish this goal? 
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A. Enter the MAC address in the correct Endpoint Identity Group. 
B. Enter the MAC address in the correct Logical Profile. 
C. Enter the IP address in the correct Logical Profile. 
D. Enter the IP address in the correct Endpoint Identity Group. 
 
Correct Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 97 
An engineer is configuring ISE for network device administration and has devices that support 
both protocols. What are two benefits of choosing TACACS+ over RADUs for these devices? 
(Choose two.) 
 
A. TACACS+ is FIPS compliant while RADIUS is not 
B. TACACS+ is designed for network access control while RADIUS is designed for role-based 

access. 
C. TACACS+ uses secure EAP-TLS while RADIUS does not. 
D. TACACS+ provides the ability to authorize specific commands while RADIUS does not 
E. TACACS+ encrypts the entire payload being sent while RADIUS only encrypts the password. 
 
Correct Answer: DE 
 
 
QUESTION 98 
A company is attempting to improve their BYOD policies and restrict access based on certain 
criteria. The company's subnets are organized by building. Which attribute should be used in 
order to gain access based on location? 
 
A. static group assignment 
B. IP address 
C. device registration status 
D. MAC address 
 
Correct Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 99 
A network administrator must use Cisco ISE to check whether endpoints have the correct version 
of antivirus installed Which action must be taken to allow this capability? 
 
A. Configure a native supplicant profile to be used for checking the antivirus version 
B. Configure Cisco ISE to push the HostScan package to the endpoints to check for the antivirus 

version. 
C. Create a Cisco AnyConnect Network Visibility Module configuration profile to send the antivirus 

information of the endpoints to Cisco ISE. 
D. Create a Cisco AnyConnect configuration within Cisco ISE for the Compliance Module and 

associated configuration files 
 
Correct Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 100 
Which RADIUS attribute is used to dynamically assign the inactivity active timer for MAB users 
from the Cisco ISE node'? 
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